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I consider myself to be a "Retro-Technologist", meaning that I still have functional classic computer. I have a Commodore
64\/128, and my copy of Archon still works on it. I bought this game, and the classic mode is pretty much perfectly done. I have
done side-by-side comparisons, and can notice no flaws in the Classic verion. Even that is well worth the $9.99 price tag! Add to
that, the updated version, and you're really getting a bargain at that price.
. Terrible.... IT'S CALLED HENTAI AND IT'S ART. This game is my worst investment ever for the moment.

I didn’t play this game a lot just because there is nothing to play there and besides I couldn't make myself to play it. Every single
piece of it is so unpolished. Sounds, graphics, animations, map, game mechanics - you see everywhere that it's amateur's work,
not professional's.

This game has player peak 2-5 persons. And most of the time you will be alone on the server. I am not the only one who thinks
that there is nothing there to play.

I was an active member of the game's discord chat since the very beginning so I have a full picture of its development.

I really tried to like it but the problem is not only the game itself but its developer as well.

When this game came to steam early access in May 2017, the developer promised it to enter alpha stage till the end of the
summer and full release till the end of 2017.
He also promised updates every two weeks.

He failed with everything. He just never keeps his promises. He, in fact, failed with every single promise he made. He promises
an update, fails, says another date, fails again, then he says he will do it another way - and fails again. That was just ridiculous.

I will give you an example.
The alpha stage should have started mid 2017. He changed the date several times. At the end of 2017 he makes a huge
announcement and promises alpha stage in a month, 30.01.2018
Now, 17.02 we still don’t have alpha. And don’t have any new date for it.

This game just don’t have any future. I think it wasn't even supposed to be born.

This same developer is making a second game - Neo's land. The game is considered to be in development (for years now) and he
sold people expensive founders packs like he did with Arcfall by the way.

In May 2017 I asked him how he was going to make two games at the same time and why there were no updates of Neos land
for a very long time (more than half of year). He said that he has two teams working on those games and that founders of Neos
land will have an update soon.
Now, almost a year after that - there is no update on Neo's land but he still sells founder pack on his site.

People were just fooled to buy non-excisting Neos land, and now he does the same with Arcfall.

There wont be any game guys, its just a fraud.. This is Puzzle Bobble\/Bust A Move in VR where you can throw the balls with
either hand and mix balls to make different colors. It's fun, looks great, and has good music.. It isn't very interactive, essientially
little more than a story where you have to move the characters occasionally. But if you like visual novels, then that is probably
fine with you. And if you like being depressed then you will love this.. always crash
. A classic from the olden days of strategy, a great game for singleplayer and multiplayer alike! For those who are wondering
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how to fix the game and run multiplayer, the game is so old it requires Games for Windows Live to run it. This game still has a
small but committed community of great players, with plenty of mods if needed. The game balance itself is a bit odd requiring
you to complete the campaigns to unlock "Special units" for multiplayer, such as the Iowa class battleship, or even the infamous
MXY-7 Ohka rocket powered suicide plane!

The link below will download the installer for GWFL, it will not cause any changes to your PC and is from Microsoft
themselves. Think of it like Steam but for really old games, it can accessed through the in-game overlay.
https:\/\/go.microsoft.com\/fwlink\/?LinkID=201134

In conclusion, this game is a fun nostalgic experience and when on sale for only 1 dollar is a great game to get!. A great puzzel
game, found myslef rather addicted to it, the puzzles are not too hard nor ever too easy making for a great experince, has a lot of
mixed puzzle ideas that all blend well. overall a 7/10 (Which is a great score btw for those who think 7/10 is bad). This is
another truck driving sim. The execution is very good, as you're given a whole bunch of missions to test your skill in.

Art is pretty good but not amazing - it's adequate, but developers should pay attention to improving the graphics quality.

The game runs really well in 4K and it's quite smooth, you have a lot of customisation options which helps the game settle in
with any gamer.
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A well made classic LOVE THIS GamE!! bring back my apple 2gs!. This game is a fun little puzzler, the first time through is
likely the longest. Any subsequent replay (only for achievements) can be done rather quickly. That being said, it has possibly
one of the most interesting gaming enviroments i've seen in a while. Lovely ambient music, and a bizarre creepy sense of
forboding the entire time you are exploring this massive labyrinth of flesh and machine.

If you got this from the indie royale bundle, I can't recommend it enough.. Combined with the very comprehensive
groundschool manual, these missions opened up a new way of using my simulator. The missions are well made and have clear
instructions. Well worth it and highly recommended!. An enjoyable piece of casual fun - but you still have to think your way
through.

Don't know that I will play for too long, but the leaderboard is keeping me focused at the moment.. It´s so bad I wanna delete it
of my steam library. There are times that the game slows down, it's true that my computer is a♥♥♥♥♥♥but c'mon you shoud
be able to run this in an Amiga!! I'm not even gonna bother to get the cards so I can sell them this game doesen't worth the time
but I got it for free though.. Its achievement whoring with no real gameplay and
Its dumbass games like this that are killing steam. the music in this pack doesnt have any battle music in it so it not worth at all
you get this pack you're better off playing music on youtube while playing the game so what ever you do save your money and
dont buy this pack. Ah, Cubicle Quest. A game that, despite it's plain exterior, has been an obsession of mine for the last while.
Will it be yours?

First off, ignore the negative reviews. They mostly make referenced to one of two things; first, the fact this game uses generic
RPGMaker assets, which honestly doesn't really matter since the built in assets are there for a reason. Does every RPGMaker
game need to have customized assets? Nope. Anyway, the second complaint is that things in the game are poorly explained.
Well, in the area called "Castle Sanity" where you start the game and spend a great deal of time in, there is a staircase that leads
to a basement with references on all of the mechanics of the game. So yeah, not really a complaint when everything is right
there.

Now then, why is this game great and why would it be an obsession? Honestly it comes from the theme. It is laid out as a
traditional fantasy RPG, but the skin on it reflects, well, any of us really. Your protagonist Bob (or whatever you decide to call
him) decides to leave the safety of Mom'n'Pop Kingdom (he moves out on his own) and forms the Kingdom of Bob (gets his
own place). Your job is to guide him through the process of defeating the Debt Alliance, consisting of the First & Second Credit
Card Legions along with the College Loan Army (pay off all your debt).

You do this by sending your soldiers to defeat enemy soldiers (pay your bills dammit!) You also go the Dungeon of Work and
enter the Promotion Dungeon (get promoted at work and get paid more), enter your basement and defeat monsters representing
your various expenses like food, hydro, etc (quit spending so much!) and even recruit a roomate to split your rent (acquire your
first party member). Oh, and of course marry and buy a house (or not, as there are a lot of options in the game)

This theme proceeds throughout the whole game and it's wonderful. While appearing as generic monsters, you battle against
things like fear of commitment, facebook comparisons, false hopes, depression, panic, broken utilities, etc. Your boss battles
are against things such as the Spectre of Loneliness, The Road Less Travelled, Fear of Change, True Hardship, etc.

Eventually once you get your bills paid off, you're confronted by everyone's greatest fear; an empty life. The physical
representation of just working for years at a job you're not happy with; of just working all the time and not really living. Once
you conquer that, there's some post game content to deal with. All in all, I've put in 24 hours of time into the game and I've
completed about 98% of the game, with a couple of the brutal post game bosses being too much for me to handle.

As said earlier, the game has generic sprites, portraits, music, etc, but it is done very well to the point where the actual gameplay
overshadows the graphical part. With a total of 8 recruitable party members, several candidates for marriage, multiple dungeons
and bosses, and the fact that the game is very open ended after you get your first promotion, there's a lot to like here. I highly
recommend this game as it helped me out personally by making me chuckle at some of life's difficulties, and I think it'll do the
same for you.
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